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Examples of Bio-Inspired Design
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Bio-inspired Design

• Choose simple organisms (primitive central nervous system) ➙ challenges lie 
in mechanics rather than controls

• Investigate organisms that are “much better” (in efficiency, versatility, 
robustness, etc.) than existing engineered devices

• Goal: understand the underlying physics of the biological solution; use this 
knowledge to develop new technologies 

YES!!

Sadly no.

YES!!

Will there be robots in this talk??

Clams (digging) Tiny swimmers Snails (crawling and climbing)



Snails



Snail Locomotion

foot

mucus

Snail foot does not contact 
substrate but glides on top of thin 

film of fluid. Locomotion is coupled 
to material properties of film.

Direct Waves

Retrograde

Galloping



Rheology

rheology, n.  The branch of science that deals 
with the deformation and flow of matter ... [Coined 
in 1920 by E. C. Bingham]

viscosity, n.  The quality or fact of being viscous.

“How hard is it to stir?”

“When does it start to flow?”

yield stress, n.  The value of stress at a yield point 
or at the yield strength

viscous, adj.  Of substances: Having a glutinous 
or gluey character.



Rheology of Common Materials



RoboSnail!

time

Unyielded
(stuck)

Yielded
(flowing)



Tiny Swimmers



Tiny Swimmers in Fiction



Size Matters

MicroCosmos



Size ➞ shape of biological organisms

Size Matters

“Small” “Big”

  surface
  tension

gravity

viscosity inertiaviscosity



G I Taylor

Kinematic Reversibility

http://web.mit.edu/hml/ncfmf.html



Taxonomy of Microorganisms



Structure of Flagella and Cilia

• “9+2 microtubule structure” 
• Diameter of tail ≈ 300 nm ≈ constant 

across ALL species!
• Organism can select shape as a 

function of time (control kinematics)

http://sun.menloschool.org/~cweaver/cells/e/cilia_flagella/
http://cellbio.utmb.edu/cellbio/cilia.htm

www.bioinfo.org.cn/biochemistry

http://www.rowland.harvard.edu/labs/bacteria/projects_filament.html
http://www.rowland.harvard.edu/labs/bacteria/projects_filament.html
http://cellbio.utmb.edu/cellbio/cilia.htm
http://cellbio.utmb.edu/cellbio/cilia.htm
http://www.bioinfo.org.cn/biochemistry
http://www.bioinfo.org.cn/biochemistry


Computing Swimming Efficiencies 

• Traveling wave (~ one wavelength)
• Localized regions of high curvature 

connected by segments of ~ zero curvature
• Curvature decreases from head to tail

Daniel Tam and A. E. Hosoi, “Optimal feeding and swimming 
gaits of biflagellated organisms” PNAS 108, 1001–1006, 2011.

Daniel Tam and A. E. Hosoi “Optimal kinematics and 
morphologies for spermatozoa” PRE 83, 045303(R), 2011.

Susan Suarez

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

DANIEL TAM AND A. E. HOSOI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 83, 045303(R) (2011)

the kinematics, in the sense of both efficiency (minimizing
energy expenditure for a given swimming speed) and speed
(maximizing velocity for a given energy budget).

All possible periodic strokes are defined by a local curvature
function γ (s,t), where the coordinate s = 0, . . . ,L denotes
the arc length and t = 0, . . . ,τ is time. We limited our inves-
tigation to planar deformations, which are both biologically
relevant and sufficiently simple to be suited to numerical
optimization. For a given γ (s,t), the motion of the swimmer
can be computed by solving for the flow induced by the
deformation of the flagellum and enforcing force and torque
equilibrium on the swimmer. These governing equations are
solved using slender-body theory for the hydrodynamics
around the flagellum, in which fundamental solutions to the
Stokes equations are distributed along the centerline of the
swimmer such that the no-slip boundary condition is satisfied
to first order along the surface of the body [9]. A separate
system of fundamental solutions is used to represent the
head [10], and the hydrodynamic interactions between the head
and the tail are taken into account using Faxén’s laws [11]. In
the framework of this singularity method, the hydrodynamics
is governed by an integral equation for the distribution of
forces along the swimmer. The governing equations are solved
numerically using a midpoint collocation scheme for which the
tail is discretized into a regular grid of N elements (typically
N ≈ 100).

We seek to find periodic beating patterns for our model
uniflagellated swimmers, which maximize the swimming
efficiency E . These optimal strokes are computed [e.g., using
MATLAB’S fmincon() routine] subject to the constraint that
there is no net rotation of the swimmer after one stroke. A
discrete representation for γ (t,s) is obtained by imposing
the curvature at a finite set Nγ of equidistant nodes of arc
length sNγ

along the tail. The number of nodes Nγ was
increased incrementally from Nγ = 2 to 30. At each of these
nodes, the curvature γ (t,sNγ

) is a periodic function of time
and is represented by the first coefficients of its Fourier
decomposition:
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Hence, E is a nonlinear function of the Fourier coefficients
parametrizing the kinematics of the stroke. The curvature
for all s along the tail can then be deduced by cubic spline
interpolation.

Since E only depends on the stroke kinematics and two
dimensionless parameters characterizing the geometry of the
swimmer η and κ , we varied the values of the head diameter
and tail length from D = 2 to 20 µm and L = 5 to 200 µm,
respectively, and fixed the value of the tail radius r =
0.150 µm. To explore the space of all acceptable kinematics,
the optimization procedure was started from a wide range
of initial strokes, which varied in structure, symmetry, and
amplitude. Figure 1(b) represents a small sample of the initial
strokes used, including symmetric and asymmetric strokes,
small and large amplitudes, traveling waves of growing am-
plitude, and meandering strokes. The number of initial strokes
used was particularly extensive for small values of Nγ ! 5,
for which the reduced number of optimization parameters
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FIG. 1. (a) Model swimmer parameters. (b) A sample of initial
guesses used in the optimization procedure. The gray scale schematics
indicate snapshots at earlier times.

allowed a systematic sampling of initial strokes. In all cases,
the optimization procedure converged to the same solution:
symmetrical undulatory bending waves with localized regions
of high curvature, which form at the base of the head and
propagate toward the end of the flagellum.

A representative optimized swimmer computed with Nγ =
30 is shown in Fig. 2 with D = 3 µm and L = 36 µm.
Figure 2(a) represents superposed snapshots of the optimal
stroke. The undulatory nature exhibited by this optimal
stroke is in qualitative agreement with strokes observed in
biological uniflagellates swimming in viscous media and in
particular with sperm cells of varying dimensions [3,12,13].
The efficiency of this optimal stroke is E ≈ 1.1%, which
corresponds to an increase of ≈ 37% over the maximum
efficiency of 0.8% attained by the same swimmer using a
sinusoidal waveform [5].
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FIG. 2. Optimal swimming stroke. (a) Time series of opti-
mal stroke. (b) Optimal curvature as a function of arc length.
(c) Angle between the swimming direction and the (local) angle of the
flagellum. Gray-scale images in all three panels indicate snapshots at
earlier times.

045303-2

• Select stroke pattern (shape of tail)
• Compute swimming velocity
• Search through many many many 

strokes to find the best



Optimal Tail Length

Goal: To move genetic material

Q: For a given head size, what 
is the optimal tail length?
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Structure of Flagella and Cilia

• “9+2 microtubule structure” 
• Diameter of tail ≈ 300 nm ≈ constant 

across ALL species!
• Organism can select shape as a 

function of time (control kinematics)

http://sun.menloschool.org/~cweaver/cells/e/cilia_flagella/
http://cellbio.utmb.edu/cellbio/cilia.htm

www.bioinfo.org.cn/biochemistry

http://www.rowland.harvard.edu/labs/bacteria/projects_filament.html
http://www.rowland.harvard.edu/labs/bacteria/projects_filament.html
http://cellbio.utmb.edu/cellbio/cilia.htm
http://cellbio.utmb.edu/cellbio/cilia.htm
http://www.bioinfo.org.cn/biochemistry
http://www.bioinfo.org.cn/biochemistry


• 9+2 microtubule structure 

• Diameter of tail ≈ 300 nm ≈ 
constant across ALL species!

The bandicoot spermatozoon: an electron microscope 

study of the tail 

BY K. W. CLELAND AND LORD ROTHSCHILD, F.R.S. 

Department of Histology and Embryology, University of Sydney, Australia, 

and Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge 

(Received 15 July 1958) 

[Plates 3 to 5] 

An electron microscope study has been made of the tail of the bandicoot spermatozoon 
(Perameles nasuta Geoffroi). The shape of the sperm head makes it possible to define dorsal, 
ventral, right and left surfaces on the head. The orientation of structures in the middle 

piece and tail relative to these head surfaces permits identification of the corresponding 
middle piece and tail surfaces. 

Dorso-ventral and transverse axes may be assigned to the spermatozoon. Major and 
minor axes are recognizable in transverse sections of the middle piece and tail. 

The tail contains two groups of fibrils, the axial filament complex and the peripheral 
fibrils. 

The axial filament complex consists of two central fibrils lying in the transverse axis of 
the head which are surrounded by an axial ring of nine fibrils not equidistant from each 
other. The axis of symmetry of the axial filament complex is in the dorso-ventral axis of 
the spermatozoon. 

The much thicker peripheral fibrils, of which there are nine, are found at varying but 
considerable distances from the axial ring of fibrils. They also are not equidistant from one 

another. Two of them differ from the other seven in shape and lie on the minor axis of the 

tail; four of the remaining seven lie on the dorsal half and three on the ventral half of the 
tail. 

Seven of the peripheral fibrils are connected with the homologous members of the axial 
filament complex by connecting laminae, which consist of laminar filaments passing 
between the two types of fibrils. One lamina has only one set of filaments. The other six have 

two sets of parallel filaments. 

The tail fibrils are enclosed by a spiral sheath which shows pronounced thickenings at 

both ends of the minor axis of the tail. Vacuoles, arranged in a characteristic way, are located 

within these thickenings. Thin processes connect the spiral sheath with two of the fibrils in the 

axial filament complex. 
A trilaminar membrane separates the spiral sheath from the tail sheath, which is an 

electron-transparent structure bounded by a single membrane. 
The possibility of establishing a functional relationship between the tail structures and 

sperm movement is discussed. The morphological evidence suggests that the tail beat is 

in the dorso-ventral plane. 

INTRODUCTION 

Waldeyer, in a survey of spermatogenesis and sperm structure (1887, p. 350), 

referred in the following words to Ballowitz's (1886) observation that the sperm 
tail consisted of a number of individual fibrils: 'It appears that these findings 
are not without importance for understanding the mechanism of movement of the 

spermatozoon, which has not yet been explained in any convincing manner.' 

Bradfield's review (1955), which was based on evidence obtained with the electron 

microscope, was the first serious attempt to confirm Waldeyer's prediction. 
One obstacle to the interpretation of ciliary and flagellar structure in terms of 

function is their morphological uniformity. As Porter (i957, p. 209) said: 'If 

[ 24 ] 

Bandicoot spermatozoon: an electron microscope study of the tail 27 

The dorsal and ventral halves of the tail may be recognized without continued 

reference to the sperm head because of the different number of fibrils in the two 

halves (figure 2). The two sides of the tail, though distinguishable, cannot be 

morphologically identified by the words left and right. In the following descrip- 

tion the left side of the tail is defined as the one on which the peripheral end of 

FIGURE 2. The bandicoot sperm tail in transverse section. The diagram shows the axial 

filament complex containing the central pair of fibrils and the axial ring of fibrils num- 

bered 1 to 9; the connecting laminae; the peripheral fibrils, numbered 1 to 9; the 

spiral sheath; and the spiral sheath thickenings containing vacuoles. The spiral sheath 

membrane and tail sheath are omitted. 

the line passing through the centres of the central pair of fibrils in the axial 

filament complex lies dorsal to the minor axis, i.e. dorsal to the line joining the 

apices of the spiral sheath thickenings. 

The right side may also be identified by the depression in the spiral sheath 

in which one peripheral fibril, number 7, partly lies (figure 2). The fibrils may 

conveniently be numbered in a clockwise direction, number 1 lying on the minor 

axis and on the left side. 

Cleland & Rothschild Proc. Roy. Soc. B, volume 150, plate 4 

c d e 

FICUIRE 8a. Transverse sections of the tail at higher magnification showing the arrangement 
of the fibrils of the axial filament. The dorsal halves are uppermost and the left-hand 
sides to the left. (Magn. x 33300.) 

b. Tangential section of the tail showing the structure of' the spiral sheath thickenings 
and the splitting of the gyres of the spiral sheath proper. (Magn. x 16 666.) 

c, d and e. Transverse sections of the terminal zone of the tail. Note reduction in 
size of the spiral sheath and peripheral fibrils when compared with figure 8a, and the 
approach of the peripheral fibrils to the homologous members of' the axial fila:ment 
complex. (Magn. x 33300.) 

a 

b 

Structure of Flagella and Cilia

Bandicoot
(www.scarysquirrel.org)

Diameter of tail is approximately 
constant across all species 
EXCEPT bandicoots.

http://www.scarysquirrel.com
http://www.scarysquirrel.com


Optimal Tail Length

Goal: To move genetic material

Q: For a given head size, what 
is the optimal tail length?
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(even-toed ungulates)
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http://www.scarysquirrel.com


Clams



• Aim

• Develop low-power, compact, light 
weight, reversible burrowing technology 

• Applications

• Dynamic/reversible anchoring

• Subsea cable burial

• Oil recovery and exploration

• Demining

Bio-Inspired Dynamic Anchoring

AUV (autonomous underwater vehicle)



Razor Clams (Ensis directus)

Penetration 
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Trueman, 1967

Terminal 
Anchor

Shell Foot



Quantifying kinematics

Onset of digging
(10X speed)
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RoboClam!

Choose kinematics

 4 Copyright © 2009 by ASME 

Upper
Piston

Lower
Piston

Up/
Down 
Rod

In/
Out
Rod

 
 

a. Piston schematic b. Full RoboClam [26] 
Figure 4. RoboClam actuation system and packaging layout 

 
Pressure is regulated down from the scuba tank to four 

independent regulators, one for each piston inlet. Air pressure 
delivered to the pistons is measured by a transducer at each 
input port. Displacements of the lower and upper pistons are 
measured by a string potentiometer and an integrated linear 
potentiometer, respectively. Data acquisition and control of the 
solenoid valves that send air to the pistons are managed by a 
USB DAQ device run through LabView [27]. Power to the 
DAQ is provided by USB, and power to the solenoid valves is 
provided by two small onboard lead acid batteries. 

2.4 ENERGY EXPENDITURE CALIBRATION 
To determine whether Ensis-inspired digging provides and 

advantage over other methods, the energy expended in soil 
deformation while burrowing must be calculated. The overall 
energy consumed is device dependent; we are interested in 
finding a new burrowing method that is more efficient than 
current methods. After this method is identified, machines used 
to exploit it can be designed for optimized efficiency.  

Soil deformation energy can be calculated by accounting 
for input energy minus all of the other losses in the system. For 
the up/down motion of RoboClam, the energy lost to soil 
deformation is 
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where the subscript u designates the up/down piston, !pu is the 
pressure difference over the piston, "1 and "2 are the starting 
and ending displacements, Au is the area of the piston, Fu,friction 
is the measured frictional force in the piston, and mu is the total 
mass moving up and down. The energy transferred to the soil 
during the in/out motion is represented by 
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where the subscript i represents the in/out piston, "1 and "2 are 
the starting and ending displacements, ! is the efficiency 
defined in Equation 2, !pi is the pressure difference over the 
piston, Ai is the area of the piston, Fi,friction is the measured 
frictional force in the piston, and mi is the total mass moving up 
and down. Eboot proved to be very difficult to measure. Since 
this energy results from elastic deflection of boot, it was taken 
to be zero over a full in/out cycle. This is a conservative 
assumption, as any energy lost to hysteresis caused by the 
viscoelasticity of the neoprene will appear as additional energy 
dissipated in the soil.  

3 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
RoboClam was tested in a substrate composed of 1mm 

soda lime glass beads, the same substrate used in our Ensis 
visualization system. Three different kinematic motions were 
trialed in order to form energetic comparisons between 
burrowing methods: 1) pushing  straight down; 2) opening the 
effector in and out and letting it fall under gravity; and 3) 
mimicking the up/in/down/out clam motion. The minimum 
energy required to push straight down was found by measuring 
the minimum pressure required to fully submerge the end 
effector. The minimum energy required for the in/out-only 
method was determined by minimizing the pressure required to 
open and close the effector at full depth. In this test the end 
effector was opened and closed the full 6.4mm stroke. 

The minimum energy required to dig using the full 
up/in/down/out clam motion was optimized using MATLAB's 
Genetic Algorithm Solver [28]. This program approximates the 
evolution of a biological system by generating a population of 
parameters, in our case the upward stroke time and the 
downward stroke distance, and then selecting the sets of 
parameters that display the best minimum 'fitness'. The fitness 
value was taken to be the product of the energy expended per 
unit depth and the exponent of the energy vs. depth power law 
relationship. This product was chosen as the fitness value since 
optimizing one of the parameters alone resulted in highly 
undesirable values of the other. 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 5a shows the optimized soil deformation energy vs. 

depth for the three digging methods. These plots were 

Dig

Measure energy 
consumption

time

up/down

open/close

Optimization loop 
(Genetic Algorithm 

Solver)

Fitness = power law 
exponent of energy 
vs. depth
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